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ABSTRACT Using a hybrid main memory in embedded systems to process image processing applications

has become an irresistible trend. However, the performance deficiencies (less write endurance and relative

longer write latency) in phase change memory (PCM) have become the bottleneck for performance improve-

ment in the whole system. To further improve the performance in the hybrid memory system, data migration

schemes have been put forward to migrate the sequential data between DRAM and PCM. Nevertheless,

the existing schemes are always universal type page migration schemes, which cannot be aware of the write

hot pages in image processing applications accurately. In addition, a large number of unnecessary page

migrations occurring has the potential to increase the latency overhead of page management and destroy

the locality of the applications leading to performance degradation. In this paper, focusing on the image

processing applications, we present a better estimator in predicting the future memory writes: inter-reference

distance with history writes frequency. Based on this observation, we present a novel page migration scheme

for hybrid DRAM and PCM memory architecture called write frequency with inter-reference distance

(WIRD). The scheme monitors access patterns, migrates pages between DRAM and PCM relying on

the memory controller. The experimental results show that our scheme minimizes the unnecessary page

migrations which make most of the write hot pages absorbed by DRAM efficiently. Meanwhile, the high-

efficiency character of WIRD has decreased the write to read switching ratio in the system which makes the

PCM effective page write access time reduced to a large extent.

INDEX TERMS Hybrid memory, PCM, inter-reference distance, page migration, write frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Applying contemporary embedded systems (such as mobile

phones, video players) to execute images processing appli-

cations is becoming one of the new approaches in image

processing domain, which can significantly improve the

capabilities of the data processing and communication in

image processing [1]–[3]. Majority of the image processing

operations are neighborhood oriented. In the execution of

image processing, these operations are performed on stream

of image data in sequence or on a group of images. These

operations make image processing applications to be data

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Zeev Zalevsky.

dominated. The consequence is that the large storage space

requirement for the pixel data and high power consumption

during data storage and transfer in embedded systems [2].

Larger memory capacity consequently tends to incur larger

access latency and needs more chip space. All of these factors

degrade the performance of the embedded systems.

To satisfy the requirement capacity for the image process-

ing applications in embedded systems without performance

degradation, memory architecture researchers have attempted

to use Phase Change Memory (PCM) as a potential replace-

ment for DRAM, which can bridge the performance and

capacity gaps. PCM, an emerging non-volatile memory tech-

nology, consumes little idle power, does not require refresh

energy, and exhibits access latency in the nanosecond range.
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TABLE 1. The characteristics of DRAM and PCM.

PCM is byte-addressable and high-density which can store

more bits in the same physical area compared to DRAM cells.

The characteristics comparison of DRAM and PCM is shown

in Table 1. Recently, to exploit the advantages of the high

capacity of PCM and the low latencies of DRAM, researchers

have designed hybrid memory systems with a small amount

of DRAM and a large amount of PCM combination. Recent

researches have adequately illustrated hybrid memory sys-

tem will be able to meet the current capacity requirements

for the main memory system without performance degrada-

tion [3]–[5].

Unfortunately, PCM has performance deficiencies (less

write endurance, relative longer write latency) to overcome

before PCMbecomes a part of themainmemory system. Less

endurance means the allowed number of write operations for

each PCM cell is limited. Current write endurance times of a

PCM cell is known to be about 106 ∼ 108 [4].

If the number of write operations performed on a PCM cell

exceeds this limit lifetime threshold, it will end working [6].

More seriously, the other PCM memory cells could not work

to their endurance lifetime threshold as well and cannot be

used any longer [7]. Meanwhile, the write access time of

PCM is expected to be about 6–10 times slower than that

of DRAM and the write energy is 8-10 times higher than

that of DRAM [4]. These limitations about PCM writes may

significantly short the lifetime of memory system, restrict

the usefulness of PCM in commercial system and impact

system performance adversely. Therefore, the write traffic to

these PCM devices must be reduced. Many researchers have

tried to reduce the number of write operations in PCM using

the page replacement policy based on the hybrid memory

organization [8]–[12].

Focusing on the image processing applications, this paper

explained two contributions. The first contribution of this

paper is the conclusions that inter-reference distance with

history write frequency may be a better estimator in predict-

ing the future memory writes for image processing appli-

cations through analyzing these applications. Based on this

observation, we present a new memory page replace man-

agement policy called WIRD (Write Frequency with Inter-

Reference Distance) implemented by the memory controller

of hybrid system which is particular for image processing

applications. This mechanism could hide the higher latency

of PCM efficiently by migrating future write hot page to

DRAM with limited migration times. Our policy minimizes

FIGURE 1. Hybrid memory architectures (a) DRAM cache architecture.
(b) Parallel hybrid architecture. (c) Memory details.

the unnecessary pagemigrations andmakes frequent memory

writes absorbed by DRAM. This is our second contribution.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II introduces the recent hybrid memory architec-

tures and related works about page migration policy briefly.

In Section III, we capture the reference characteristics in

image processing workloads. Then, we present the WIRD

page migration policy for the hybrid memory architecture in

section IV. Section V presents the evaluation of our experi-

mental results. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. HYBRID MEMORY SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Discussions regarding on exploiting DRAM and PCM com-

bination architectures have gained much attention in recent

years. Hybrid main memories architectures are classified in

two organizational types: one is to use a small account of

DRAM in front of PCM to hide the endurance and write

latency problems of PCM, we call it DRAM cache archi-

tecture as depicted in Fig. 1(a). While accessing a page,

the DRAM part is accessed as an inclusive hardware cache

preferentially. The PCM part will be accessed only when the

DRAM cache miss appears. However, for workloads with

poor locality, the competition for DRAM cache resource may

increase energy consumption and degrade the efficiency of

the DRAM cache. Fig. 1(b) depicted another hybrid memory

architecture. In this architecture, DRAM and PCM are at

the same memory level and they share the physical mem-

ory address space. We call it parallel hybrid architecture

[11], [15]. It makes both PCM and DRAM could be accessed

by CPU directly and convenient to be managed for OS (oper-

ating system). In this organization, DRAM space can be used

more efficiently which can meet the capacity requirement for

image processing applications [4]. In this paper, the investi-

gation is focusing on the parallel hybrid architecture. Fig. 1(c)

displays the relations between memory controller and chips.

Memory controller connects the last level cache and memory

chips to ensure the communications between them.
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B. RELATED WORK

Recently, prior researches generally confirm that page

replacement policies can efficiently manage the hybrid main

memory to enhance the write performance and endurance

ability of PCM in hybrid memory system [4], [13]–[21].

Most policies are based on the CLOCK algorithm and LRU

algorithm.

The most widely referred algorithms are elaborated below:

RaPP [4] is the most remarkable algorithm for memory

controller hardware improvements in hybrid memory system.

RaPP efficiently ranks pages according to popularity (access

frequency) and migrates the top ranked pages to be absorbed

by DRAM. But using the read and write frequency to predict

thewrite frequency of PCMmay not be quite accurately. If the

access frequency of a PCM page has reached the migration

threshold which is the contribution of the read operations,

such migration may increase the power consumption and

other overheads. In particular, the overhead to maintain mul-

tiqueues is relatively large.

To maintain the high hit ratio and stable time performance

of the system, MHR-LRU [13] and APP-LRU [14] are pro-

posed respectively. They are all LRU-based algorithms for

hybrid memory. For maintaining a high hit ratio, MHR-LRU

takes both page access patterns and the influences of the page

faults into account to update pages in DRAM and performs

page migration between DRAM and PCM. APP-LRU frees

the page in the LRU position. It identifies the requested page

as a DRAM page or a PCM page according to its historical

access pattern and request type to reduce the write accesses

in PCM and maintain stable time performance.

Lee et al. [15] proposed a page replacement policy called

CLOCK-DWF algorithm, when a write operation occurs

in an allocated page of PCM, the page will be immedi-

ately migrated to DRAM. The mechanism of CLOCK-DWF

results in frequency migrations, which lead to a higher over-

head.

M-CLOCK(migration optimized CLOCK) was proposed

in [16].It focus on reducing the write operations in PCM

by migration read intensive pages to PCM or evicting the

unlikely referenced page in storage. However, M-CLOCK

does not take the dynamic access patterns of the workloads

into account which may lead to reallocate the evicted pages

to DRAM.

However, MHR-LRU, APP-LRU, CLOCK-DWF and

M-CLOCK are all designed to keep write-intensive pages in

DRAM for absorbing future write operations, but they do not

consider the influence of frequent page swap operations in

the whole system.

Considering the migration efficiency in the system,

Salkhordeh et al. [17] presented an efficient data migra-

tion scheme in OS level. In this policy, two LRU queues

are used for the sake of data migration. In [18], refinery

swap was proposed to solve the overhead of swap opera-

tions by entirely avoiding direct writes in PCM. It provides

a multilevel priority scheme in choosing DRAM victim

when swap-out operations occur. Kim et al. [20] presented

Adaptive-ClassificationCLOCK (AC-CLOCK) page replace-

ment policy for the hybrid main memory of embedded sys-

tems. It ameliorates request migration flaw of CLOCK-DWF.

When PCM writes happens, instead of blindly starting the

migration, it needs to judge whether the current PCM page is

worth migrating. The algorithm uses a saturation counter to

calculate thewrite frequency in theDRAM (cleared one turn),

but this could not distinguish thewrite frequency level clearly.

For write-intensive applications, it is possible to allocate the

write hot pages into PCM.

For hybrid memory, three issues of the previous page

replacement schemes can be concluded as follows:

(1) Previous allocation policies always proposed a uni-

versal page migration scheme. However, little research has

been conducted to show policies particular in the image-

processing domain.

(2) Previous allocation policies had the possibility to incur

unnecessary page migrations, which had the potential to

increase the overhead of page management.

(3) Almost all of the previous allocation policies required

the intervention of OS more or less to record the migrated

information even in RaPP. Although the OS-assisted page

migration method may help conserve energy, compared with

hardware-based design for memory controller, it is not on the

path of most memory accesses and does not respond immedi-

ately and efficiently. The hardware-based design for memory

controller could swap memory frames between fast and slow

memory immediately without modifications to the OS and

it is transparently to the OS. Applications can experience

reasonable performance benefits without modifications to the

operating systems [22], [23]. Of course, the hardware-based

design for memory controller also needs the interference of

the operating system while processing the workloads for the

basic functions.

Thus, in our investigation, we delve into seeking the meth-

ods to solve the follows problems:

(1) Through analyzing the image processing applications,

posing a better estimator to predict the future memory writes

as accurately as possible.

(2) Basing on the observations, presenting an efficient

memory page migration scheme implemented by the memory

controller of hybrid system, which is particular for image

processing applications and could place frequently written

pages in DRAM with limited migrations (efficiently).

III. FEATURE EXPLORATION FOR IMAGE PROCESSING

APPLICATIONS

To reduce the write traffic that occurs in PCM devices,

DRAM should absorb as many write frequency pages as

possible. For this purpose, it is necessary to find a good

estimator for predicting future write references. Frequency

and temporal locality are critical properties which are used

to estimate future references [15]. In order to apply these

practices to the design of memory controller, it is important

to characterize the degree of locality presented in image

processing applications.
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FIGURE 2. Write numbers that occur versus frequency of ranking write
frequency only and read+write frequency. (a) Dijkstra pages ranking.
(b) FFT pages ranking. (c) h264enc pages ranking. (c) h264enc pages
ranking. (d) jpeg_dec pages ranking. (d) jpeg_dec pages ranking.
(f) mpeg2dec pages ranking.

For our investigation, we captured the virtual memory

access traces through a modified gem5 simulator [24]–[27].

The cache traces were filter out and only the main mem-

ory references were observed. We captured main memory

access traces from six different image processing appli-

cations or algorithms: dikkstra, FFT, mpeg2dec, h264enc,

jpeg_enc, jpeg_dec, which are from MediaBench [28] and

Mibench [29]. These benchmarks are widely used in both

industry and academia for evaluating the CPU, cache, and

main memory performance of embedded systems.

A. WRITE REFERENCE COUNT

According to CLOCK-DWF [15], using write history alone

leads to better estimation of future write references than

using both read and write history. We use the number of

accesses that counts to the current point which is called so-far

frequency in [15] to curve Fig. 2 as CLOCK-DWF does. The

x-axis represents the ranking of pages based on their so-far

write frequency (red plot) and so-far read/write frequency

(grey plot) respectively, implying that the page with the

highest ranking is that has the highest frequency count. The

y-axis represents the number of writes occurring in the page

on the fixed ranking. The construction for Fig. 2 is elabo-

rated as follows: when a write reference occurs on page A

in the memory, the write counts of the ranking for page A

will be increased by one. After page A has been written to

the memory, the ranking for page A would move up to the

corresponding ranking point basing on the reference count of

page A. This procedure will iterate for each page in applica-

tions until the processing ends. In Fig. 2, the ranking in x-axis

is basing on so-far frequency which meant the total accesses

to the current timing point for this page. The red plots are

located above the gray plots for most cases as can be seen

from parts (a) to (f) of Fig. 2.The phenomena demonstrate

the conclusion [15] that using write history alone is better

than using both read/write history in estimating future write

references (especially in top 10 rankings for image processing

applications).

Except stated before, as is shown in Fig. 2, two noticeable

phenomena can be demonstrated:

(1) Pages with higher history write frequency have a higher

possibility to be rewritten in image processing applications.

Consequently, using so-far write frequency to estimate future

writes may be a favorable choice. As can be seen in Fig. 2,

the shape of the curves in these figures can be modeled

as a monotonic decreasing function. The write frequency

decreases with the decreasing of the pages ranking. Most

of the write operations take place on the pages that ranking

before the inflection point. The write counts gap before and

after the inflection point is in magnitude level. The steeply

decline near the inflection point clearly divides the pages into

write hot pages ranking and write cold pages ranking which

implies that in image processing applications the distinction

between write hot pages and write cold pages is obvious.

A write hot page is likely to be rewritten with a higher proba-

bility. Specially, in Fig. 2(a)–(e), the huge gap before and after

the inflection point infers that the write frequency in write hot

pages and write cold pages is distinguished evidently in these

applications. Compared with the applications in Fig. 2(a)-(e),

the gap in mpeg2dec is not exceedingly obvious. This may

because the images processing in mpeg2dec are interrelated

and iterative. The pages used last time have a higher pos-

sibility to be reused in the next execution; consequently,

the write frequency gap between write hot pages and write

cold pages is not so obviously. However, the overall trend

in Fig. 2(f) is almost identical to the others; the conclusion

is also applicable to mpeg2dec.

(2) Typically, only a relatively small subset of pages is

write hot pages during the execution of image processing

applications. The location of the inflection point is note-

worthy which appears around the ranking 100 (or less than

100) point. Before the inflection point, a narrow range of

top ranking pages own most of the write operations in image

processing applications. The observed result manifests that

the write hot pages is only a small portion of the total pages,

which does not need frequent migration times.

B. LOCALITY OF REFERENCE

The reason that system could get a good hit-rate in processing

is that the memory reference steam is not random. Most

applications have the natures of temporal locality and spatial

locality [30], [31], [41]. Amore recently referenced item has a

high probability to be referenced in the immediate future [32].
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FIGURE 3. An example for stack distance and inter-reference distance.

This is called temporal locality. The items physically located

near the most recently referenced item are likely to be re-

referenced in the near future [33], [34]. This is called spatial

locality. Therefore, keeping recently accessed items in the

memory system can result in a remarkable number of hits.

It is possible to make qualitative statements about locality.

To take spatial locality into consideration, researchers per-

form migration in page granularity. In terms of the temporal

locality, stack distance [35]–[39], could be a favorable choice.

However, it is dynamically changing over time. Using hard-

ware to calculate the stack distance for each page is ridiculous

which would cause great hardware overhead. As mentioned

above, it is indispensable tomake qualitative statements about

temporal locality. The number of other references between

two references to the same address in the trace is called inter-

reference distance [40]. In this paper, we use inter-reference

distance to approximately exploit the temporal locality of

image processing applications for the reason that the inter-

reference distance can be denoted by the request number

that the memory controller receives implemented by a global

request counter. Fig. 3 shows an example of the discrimina-

tion between stack distance and inter-reference distance. The

stack distance and inter-reference distance between two D is

4 and 6 respectively.

The number of pages with the same inter-reference dis-

tance is shown in Fig. 4. The x-axis represents the inter-

reference distance in the image processing applications rang-

ing from 1 to 10000. The y-axis represents the number of

pages occurs in the fixed inter-reference distance.

Two main peaks are located in Fig. 4 (a) (b) and (c) and

three main peaks appeared in the Fig. 4(d) (e) (f). The gap

between main peaks and the rest peaks is huge, which indi-

cates that most pages have the inter-reference distance value

near the main peaks while accessing. Although the number

of main peaks is different in these applications, the fron-

tier peaks are located in the inter-reference distance ranging

from 10-100 for all the cases. This phenomenon implies that

an ocean of pages will be re-accessed when approximately

100 requests come. However, the last peaks for most cases

are located between 100 and 1000 inter-reference distance

(in particular, the location of the second peak in h264enc

is near 1000), which infers that a multitude of pages would

be re-accessed while 1000 requests occurs. In conclusion,

most accessed pages will be re-accessed within 1000 inter-

reference distance.

Based on the commonality characteristic observed

in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, we can conclude that if the so-far

write frequency of a PCM page has exceeded the migration

threshold and the dirty bit of this PCM page has been set in

the previous 1000 memory accesses. At this time, it could

FIGURE 4. The number of pages with the same inter-reference distance.
(a) Dijkstra inter-reference distance. (b) FFT inter-reference distance.
(c) FFT inter-reference distance. (d) jpeg_dec inter-reference distance.
(e) jpeg_enc inter-reference distance. (f) mpeg2dec inter-reference
distance.

be judged as a write hot page. Then, if a pcm write occurs

in this page, the system will start the migration. Meanwhile,

the 1000 inter-reference distance is capable of filtering the

write cold pages out. In memory controller, we can record

this access information in an extra buffer.

In summary, combining inter-reference distance with his-

tory write frequency could be a better estimator in predict-

ing future memory writes appropriately. Such method may

present even better result.

IV. WIRD MIGRATION SCHEME

Basing on the observation in section III, in this section,

we propose a novel page migration scheme named WIRD

(write frequency with inter-reference distance) for the hybrid

main memory implemented by memory controller. The pro-

posed allocation scheme has the possibility of estimating

the future write references accurately with limited migration

times (we called it high efficiency) for image processing

applications. Our scheme minimizes the unnecessary page

migrations and makes frequent memory writes absorbed by

DRAM. The high efficiency character has the potential to

decrease the latency overhead that unnecessary page migra-

tions cause. Our intention is to judge write intensive pages

accurately and allocate these pages to DRAM with limited

migration times.

As the conclusions stated in section III (A), the pages with

higher history write frequency have a higher possibility to be
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FIGURE 5. WIRD algorithm procedure.

rewritten in image processing applications while processing.

A so-far global write counter is used to record the write

counts for each page in PCM. For the conclusion obtained

in section III (B), if the so-far write frequency of a PCM page

has exceeded the migration threshold and the dirty bit of this

PCM page has been set, it could be judged as a write hot

page which has the opportunity to be scheduled for migrating

to DRAM. We use a global request counter recording the

request number that the memory controller receives to denote

the inter-reference distance.

The details of WIRD algorithm scheme are organized

in Fig. 5. In the WIRD page migration scheme, with the

conclusion gotten from section III, inter-reference distance

1000 is used to tracking the temporal locality for distinct

image processing applications. A global request counter is

used in memory controller to indicate inter-reference dis-

tance. Dirty bit is also used in both PCM and DRAM per

page, but the role dirty bit plays is different. The dirty bit in

PCM records that whether this page has been written in the

current 1000 requests while the dirty bit in DRAM indicates

whether this page has been accessed in the long-term distance

(including write and read). The dirty bit of each page in PCM

will be reset every 1000 requests (line 25 to 29).

Every time the PCMblock is writing accessed, its reference

write counter is incremented (line 7). In addition, the dirty bit

sets to 1 for this frame (line17-20). PCM_Reset function will

check whether the dirty bit of each page in PCM should reset

to 0 every 1000 quests (line25-29). After a certain number of

accessing to the blocks, pages stored in PCM have become

write hot pages and are to be scheduled for migration to the

fast memory. The page whose write reference counter reaches

the migration threshold and the dirty bit has been set to 1 in

the current 1000 accesses has the opportunity to be scheduled

for migrating to DRAM. A victim DRAM page destination

must be selected for the migrating page (line 8-11). The free

page, unreferenced page and the expired page in DRAM will

be selected as a victim page (30-33). We deal with the DRAM

pagewhose consecutive accesses number ismore than 8 times

FIGURE 6. The structure of memory controller with WIRD.

as an expired page (line23-24). If such DRAM page does

not exist, no victim destination is selected and the migration

would be delayed until such page appears.

The memory controller designed with WIRD is depicted

in Fig. 6. It receives the read/write requests via the request

transactions. As presented in Fig. 6, a migration control logic

in memory controller is implemented. In this particular case,

the address is translated as normal in address translator which

takes the request address and extracts the specific bits in the

address to determine the destination of it. A global request

counter is added to calculate the request number. An access

table is added to record the information for the pages in

hybrid memory. A swap remap table is added to make sure

the correction of the final physical address. This table could

record the original physical address and migrated address for

migrated pages. When a request accessed a specific address,

memory controller would look up the swap remap table in

memory controller to see whether the page has been migrated

or not. After checking the swap remap table, memory con-

troller will send the corresponding commands with the cor-

rect address (final physical address) to the hybrid memory.

V. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance ofWIRD scheme

using the gem5-nvmain simulator [24]–[27]which is a hybrid

memory system simulator that could accurately characterize

the performance of PCM and DRAM combination architec-

ture. Syscall Emulation (SE) mode with out of order CPU is

adopted in gem5-nvmain simulator, which could guarantee

the system running environment. In this experimental envi-

ronment, detailed simulation configurations for main mem-

ory are listed in Table 2.

We show the performance evaluation of WIRD com-

pared with no migration (unmanaged), RaPP, M-CLOCK and

AC-CLOCK. The symbols that we use are listed in Table 3.

A. EFFICIENCY MIGRATION

Our proposed scheme attempts to estimate the write ref-

erences accurately with limited migration times (high
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TABLE 2. Simulation configuration.

TABLE 3. Symbol definitions.

efficiency) for the image processing applications.

AWRPM =
numpw_umanaged−numpw_algotithm

migrationcount
(1)

MAPP =
migrationaccesses

migrationcount
(2)

Using the conclusions obtaining by analyzing the relation

features in the image processing applications, WIRD reduces

unnecessary page migrations by accurately picking the most

write hot pages out. The migration count of WIRD is

only 49.44%, 90.84%, 88.35% of RaPP, M-CLOCK and

AC-CLOCK respectively on average. The high efficiency

feature of WIRD can be thoroughly clarified in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7(a) manifests the average write operations reduction per

migration (AWRPM), which certifies the high efficiency of

our proposed algorithm sufficiently. AWRPM is calculated

in (1). In particular, for eachmigration, we reduce the average

PCM write operation per migration by 2.57 times,1.48 times

and 1.44 times on average than that of RaPP, M-CLOCK

and AC-CLOCK respectively as depicted in Fig. 7(a). This

presents a performance benefit (write operations reduction)

that can be achieved in the hybrid main memory through one

page migration from PCM. RaPP starts migrating based on

both read and write references which could not pick the write

hot pages out accurately and may bring extra migrations in

the running procedure inevitably. M-CLOCK does not take

the dynamic access patterns of the workloads into account

FIGURE 7. (a) Average write operations reduction per migration.
(b) Migration accesses for per migrated page.

which may lead to the same problem that RaPP meets.

AC-CLOCK uses a saturation counter to calculate the write

frequency in the DRAM (cleared one turn) which could not

distinguish the write frequency level clearly. It has a higher

probability to allocate the write hot pages into PCM while

finding victims. Excessive page migrations may result in var-

ious problems, such as the increasing of energy consumption

while exchanging pages in hybrid memory system and the

hit ratio decreasing in DRAM. More seriously, it may offset

the benefits of the write reduction in PCM and adversely

cause an increase of write operations while exchanging

pages in PCM which would lead to a lifetime reduction for

PCM.

Fig. 7 (b) presents the migration accesses per migrated

page (MAPP: calculated in (2)) which evidences the pop-

ularity of the migrated page on average. One can find that

the MAPP in WIRD is 1.69 times,1.46 times,1.49 times than

that of RaPP,M-CLOCK andAC-CLOCKon average respec-

tively. Such phenomenon supports the hypothesis that WIRD

mechanism predicts the most popular write hot pages accu-

rately and migrates them to DRAM with limited migration

times. WIRD prevents the unnecessary page migrations from

PCM to DRAM through a sum of contributions of write fre-

quency and temporal locality representing by inter-reference

distance; meanwhile, it allows essential pages (most write hot

pages) migrate from PCM to DRAM.

B. AVERAGE WRITE ACCESS TIME IN PCM

Fig. 8 presents the detailed average memory access time

for different benchmarks. While implementing efficient write

migrations, our algorithm also reduces the average write

latency of operations in PCM compared with other policies.

There are four main factors affecting the average memory

access delay: average DRAM read latency (T1), average

DRAM write latency(T2), average PCM read latency(T3),

average PCMwrite latency(T4). Formula (3)-(7) interpret the
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FIGURE 8. Detailed average memory access time. (a) Dijkstra. (b)FFT. (c) h264enc. (d) Peg_dec. (e) Peg_enc.
(f) mpeg2dec. (g) Average.

interaction of these factors.

TADRAM =
T1 ∗ Ndram_read + T2 ∗ Ndram_write

Ndram_read + Ndram_write
(3)

TAPCM =
T3 ∗ Npcm_read + T4 ∗ Npcm_write

Npcm_read + Npcm_write
(4)

NDRAM = Ndram_read + Ndram_write (5)

NPCM = Npcm_read + Npcm_write (6)

TA =
TADRAM ∗ NDRAM + TAPAM ∗ NPCM

NDRAM + NPCM

(7)

As shown in Fig. 8, The DRAM effective page access time

of WIRD is similar to that of the other policies. However,

WIRD greatly reduces the PCM effective page write access

time by an average of 37.68%, 8.46% and 14.43% compared

with RaPP, M-CLOCK and AC-CLOCK respectively.

As stated before, WIRD predicts the future writes more

accurately and well holds write intensive pages in DRAM.

Most of the pages left in PCM are not written frequently.

A large number of read hot pages will remain in PCM or

migrate from DRAM to PCM. This makes the huge gap

between read and write numbers in PCM. Fig. 9 presents the

proportions of read and write operations in PCM and DRAM.

As shown in Fig. 9, WIRD effectively holds read operation

ratio by an average of 34.92% of the total read commands

in PCM which is 1.91 times, 1.16 times and 1.19 times than

that of RaPP, M-CLOCK and AC-CLOCK respectively. The

interaction between the large number of read operations and

the small number of write operations in PCM results in a

reduction in the read/write switching rate. The read/write

switch times has significant impact on the reduction of page

write access time in PCM [42]–[44].

Fig. 10 presents the read/write switching rate for various

algorithms. As shown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b), our algorithm

reduces the read/write switching rate in PCM. Especially

the write to read switching rate is greatly reduced by an
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FIGURE 9. The proportion distribution of read and write operations in the
hybrid system.

FIGURE 10. Read/write switching ratio.

average of 56.18%, 37.17% and 2.23% compared with RaPP,

M-CLOCK and AC-CLOCK respectively.

One can find that, in Fig. 10, no matter in which algorithm,

the number of write to read switching operations is signif-

icantly higher than the number of read to write switching

operations. The delay of read to write switching operation is

significantly less than the delay of the write to read switch-

ing operation. To ensure the accuracy of subsequent read

operations, the read-after-write operation must wait for the

contents of the previous write operation to be stable in the row

buffer (the date bus should wait for TWTR). Then, the sub-

sequent read operation can be performed. This mechanism

opens the route to the realization of the data of previous

write operation being correctly stored in the specific row.

FIGURE 11. The number of write operations in PCM.

These operations greatly reduce the bus utilization. There-

fore, in WIRD, the large drop in the write-to-read switching

rate greatly reduces the read and write reverse pause delay

of data bus. Fig. 10 provides the best agreement for the

decreasing of PCM effective page write access time as shown

in Fig. 8.

Fig. 11 shows the number of write operations in PCM

for unmanaged, RaPP, M-CLOCK, AC-CLOCK and WIRD.

As shown in Fig. 11, the PCM write count of WIRD is sig-

nificantly decreased than the other algorithms for most cases.

Specifically, WIRD reduces the write operations in PCM by

an average of 33. 69%, 86.85%, and 63.08%, 99.67% at

maximum compared with RaPP and umanaged respectively.

Maybe in Fig. 11, for jpeg_dec, the write count in

WIRD(130) is a little higher than that of RaPP(37), but the

gap between them is smaller than other applications. WIRD

algorithm uses only 16 migrations which is much smaller

than that of RaPP (42). This exactly implies that our proposed

scheme estimates the write references accurately with limited

migration times (high efficiency).

As to FFT, most pages in FFT have large read operations

after thewrite operation. Then, the next write operationwould

occur in another page. This phenomenon indicates that in FFT

there are a lot of distributed not-so-hot write pages. WIRD

leaves large number of read operations in PCM (as shown

in Fig. 9) and the MAPP in WIRD is much higher than that

of the other policies. The results mentioned above certifi-

cate that WIRD accurately picks much hotter write pages

out than M-CLOCK and AC-CLOCK do. Although other

policies reducemuchwrite operations thanWIRD, the contri-

bution to the reduction is the excessive migrations including

many not-so-hot write pages. The reduction of PCM write

access latency inWIRD (compared withM-CLOCK and AC-

CLOCK) also provides the best agreement for the accuracy

character in the proposed algorithm.

To workloads h264enc and mepg2dec, the capability in

reducing the write operations of PCM may not as well as

M-CLOCK and AC-CLOCK do. However, one can find that

in Fig. 7, the MAPP and AWRPM in WIRD are much higher
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than that of M-CLOCK and AC-CLOCK. This phenomenon

indicates that, in M-LCOCK and AC-CLOCK, the migrated

pages are not the so hot pages and the contributions to

the reduction in operations are belonging to the excessive

migrations in these two algorithms. In Fig. 8(c) and (f), the

PCM average write access latencies of these two workloads

are lower than that of M-CLOCK and AC-CLOCK. The

reason for this phenomenon is that these applications run-

ningwithM-CLOCK andAC-CLOCKhave highermigration

times which result in the increasing of PCM write queue

latency while exchanging pages in PCM. The PCM write

queue latency increasing leads to a higher PCM write access

time. Consequently, WIRD can significantly reduce the write

operations in PCM while obtaining lower PCM write access

latency.

VI. CONCLUSION

PCM has been adopted as one of the most promising tech-

nologies to be incorporated into the memory hierarchy in

order to enlarge the capacity of memory and reduce the

processing latency of embedded systems.

In this paper, we analyzed the characteristics of image

processing applications and found that inter-reference dis-

tance with history write frequency may be a better estimator

in predicting the future memory writes in image processing

applications. Based on these observations, we presented a

novel page migration scheme for memory controller called

WIRD.

Our scheme accurately picks the write hot page out

and makes frequent memory writes absorbed by DRAM

with limited migrations (high efficiency). Experimental

results show that WIRD reduces AWRPM by 2.57 times,

1.48 times and 1.44 times on average than that of RaPP,

M-CLOCK and AC-CLOCK respectively. The MAPP in

WIRD is 1.69 times,1.46 times,1.49 times than that of RaPP,

M-CLOCK and AC-CLOCK on average respectively. Such

phenomena support the efficiency and accuracy character-

istics of our proposed mechanism. Meanwhile, the high

efficiency character of WIRD has decreased the read/write

switching ratio in the system that makes the PCM effective

page write access time reduced by an average of 37.68%,

8.46% and 14.43% compared with RaPP, M-CLOCK and

AC-CLOCK respectively.
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